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Are you feeling desperate because you want to save your marriage - but your spouse doesn't want

to?Perhaps they are involved with someone else or have simply had enough.Don't despair! There

IS a way to get them to come back to you.In this volume of the acclaimed "Growing in Love for Life"

series, marriage and relationship coach Liam Naden will show you:- the 5 things you must NOT do if

you want your spouse to stay. If you are doing ANY these it is very likely that you will drive them

away completely.- the 7 steps you MUST take to ensure they want to stay with you and work on

your marriage- how to get your spouse back if they have already left or are in another relationship-

how to get your spouse to find you irresistibly attractive so that they want to be with you more than

anyone else- how to start healing the hurt in your marriage and rebuild trust and intimacy againand

much more.There is nothing worse than watching your spouse leave you and feeling helpless to

stop them. But it doesn't have to be that way.But by doing the RIGHT things, you can get your

husband or wife to change they way they feel about you and your marriage. This book will show you

how to do that.Read this book, apply the steps and save you marriage today.
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Divorce

My boyfriend and I were having some trouble a few months ago, and even though I loved him more

than anything, I thought it would be best to end things, because I couldn't get over things that

happened in his past relationships. After a few weeks, I realized I couldn't live without him and

purchased this book to help me get him back. It worked like a miracle, and the instructions were so

clear and to the point. The book taught me not to be cold towards my ex, because it wouldn't help

things and also encouraged me to not use the guilt trip method, just because we have a child. I

followed all the instructions and can happily say that things worked out and we are back together!

This is great for people who want to know How to Get Your Ex-Boyfriend back and I highly

recommend it!

I have been working on repairing a marriage in which my spouse has stated he is done and

punctuated that with an affair. I am not ready to give up and have been seeing an individual

counselor as well as going to couples counselling. I had already arrived at many of the suggestions

this book makes, but it gave me affirmation that I am on the right track. This week he told me he is

not planning on going anywhere just yet. So I have faith that it is going to work, but as the book

says: take care of your own issues and don't depend on your partner for all your needs. Then

whether it works out in the end or not, I will be ok.

Great quick read with good points. I would recommend to those on the brink of divorce. I will try

applying these methods.

To me, this was largely quick-fix kind of the stuff without much substance... And the price for how

many words you actually read is steep.

Quick read but a bit unrealistic. Staying positive is key to any relationship but by not talking about

what led to the split won't heal the marriage.

I have used these tips, and it helps. I have used them and my wife and I have grown closer. We are

not all the way back, but she is no longer asking for a divorce. We are talking more and even

laughing and smiling with each other.



Real no nonsense read. Not bogged down. Illustrates proper focus and shows the direct path to

making everything better than imagined.

i thought the book had some good principles by which I should operate haven't been separated from

my wife it has been a hard time but i think the book of help me do the right things in a difficult time

the price was great and being an ebook it was received immediately
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